
Adorn yourself in glamour and drape yourself in the divine with this gorgeous range of costume jewellery. 
Adiva Divine brings a glistening statement of individuality to highlight absolutely any outfit with ease and flair.

Whether work or play, Adiva Divine costume jewellery offers the perfect accompaniment to glam up your 
outfit and dazzle admirers with a sophisticated look that exudes effortless beauty and charm. Only the 
best quality is found in the Adiva Divine range, including genuine Swarovski crystals to ensure ultimate 
glamour and the highest quality.

Each Adiva Divine collection and piece presents its own unique attitude to fashion that enhances the 
wearer’s personality and style.

HIGH FASHION IN HIGH SOCIETY
Costume jewellery has been a part of the history of women of all ages, all social classes and all styles. 
The wearing of faux jewellery is a trend that has long been part of the unique panache of fashionistas and 
style icons, often elevating them from being merely fashion-conscious, to being the envied trendsetters of 
their generation. From the roaring 20s to the shining stars of the silver screen throughout the 40s, 
costume jewellery has been a part of celebrity life. Over the years, these twinkling trinkets have found 
their way into the jewellery boxes of women of most social classes everywhere.

Today, high-end fashion jewellery has achieved a collectible, celebrated status with a large market for 
quality vintage and modern fashion jewellery. Adiva Divine is carefully and specifically designed to meet 
this deep-seated desire for costume jewellery.



For more information on the Desire and the Amaranthine Collections by Adiva Divine,
visit www.qnet.net or www.adivadivine.com.

AUDREY SET ADIYA SET

BRIDGETTE D’OR SET BRIDGETTE SET

DESIRE COLLECTION
Beauty is one of the most sought-after qualities since the beginning of time. The Desire Collection pushes 
the boundaries of beauty and passion, rendering them into unique sets of costume jewellery with different 
moods, emotions and styles. Find the type of artistic flair that suits you most with Adiva Divine’s Desire 
Collection.




